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Introduction Massive star evolution and Supernova Explosion The r-process Summary

Stellar nucleosynthesis processes

In 1957 Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle and independently
Cameron, suggested several nucleosynthesis processes to explain the
origin of the elements.
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

‣ What is the origin of the elements? 

• HOW? Different nucleosynthesis processes. 

Credits: GSI-FAIR webpage/G. Martínez-Pinedo
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‣ What is the origin of the elements? 

• WHERE? Different astrophysical scenarios.

Big Bang

Stars

Supernovae

Credit: Daniel Price (U/Exeter) and Stephan Rosswog (Int. U/Bremen)

Neutron star mergers

X-ray bursts

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/9912/

...
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‣ What is the origin of the elements? 

• HOW? Different nucleosynthesis processes. 
• WHERE? Different astrophysical scenarios. 
• Observables: Elementary abundance pattern in stars. 

Light curves in explosive events.

Fingerprints of nuclear structure and stability 
features in the solar system abundances. 

Nuclear physics input: 
• Masses 
• β-Half lives 
• Reaction rates 
• Fission 
• Neutrino reactions

Taken from experiments and... 
theory!!
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A. Arcones and G. Martínez-Pinedo, PRC 83, 
045809 (2011)

r-process in supernova ν-driven wind
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Evolution of temperature and density
for different astrophysical environments. The trajectories for
a neutrino-driven wind with cold (solid black line) and hot
(dashed green line) r-process are based on the simulations
of [3]. The trajectory for the neutron star merger [8] is given
by dotted red line.

this r-process network.

The abundances are very different for the three trajec-
tories (see Fig. 3) because they depend very much on the
temperature and density evolutions. For example, in the
hot wind scenario (n, γ)− (γ, n) equilibrium is important
in determining the abundances. In the other scenarios,
the main competition is between neutron captures and
beta decays. The red dots in Fig. 1 show the r-process
path at freeze-out (neutron-to-seed ratio equal one) for
the hot wind trajectory. The abundances at this point
thus provide crucial information for the r-process phase.
Afterwards nuclei beta decay to stability, only changing
the mass number by beta-delayed neutron emission or
by capture of the last neutron (see, e.g., [17, 25]). These
late-stage reactions lead to the stagger in the resulting
abundances between peaks. The observed abundances
are much smoother; the difference may be attributed to
the approximation used for the neutron captures [17].
None of the scenarios shown here fit the entire range of
solar system abundances. Very likely, the observed abun-
dances arise from a superposition of trajectories that in-

FIG. 3. (Color online) Abundances with and without nuclear
correlations based on hot and cold wind and neutron star
merger trajectories, from the top to the bottom. The black
dots are solar system r-process abundances.

dividually emphasize the lighter or the heavier mass num-
bers. Our goal here was simply to show relative changes
due to correlations, in scenarios that lead to the heavier
elements.
From Fig. 3 one sees that nuclear correlations affect

mainly the abundances in the region before the third
peak (180 < A < 190). Here, the three trajectories show
a similar behavior; the correlations reduce the trough.
However, the depth of the trough and the impact of cor-
relations depends on the trajectory. For the hot wind

A. Arcones and G.F. Bertsch,  PRL 
108, 151101(2012)

Final abundances depend on the mass model used (for the same astrophysical conditions)

Impact of nuclear masses on 
r-process simulations

• Nuclear masses determine in r-process nucleosynthesis: 
‣ Neutron capture rates/photo-disintegration. 

‣ Beta decay Q-values.

See also S. Wanajo et al., Astrophys. J. 606, 1057 (2004)

(γ,n) photodisintegration
Equilibrium favors
“waiting point”

β-decay

Temperature: ~1-2 GK
Density: 300 g/cm3 (~60% neutrons !)
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Rapid neutron
capture

neutron capture timescale: ~ 0.2 µs

Need: • mix of suitable heavy seed nuclei (A=56-90) and neutrons
• sufficient large number density of neutrons (max at least ~1e24 cm-3)
• sufficient large neutron/seed ratio (at least ~100)Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the sensitivity to mass values deter-
mined by eq. (2). The separation energies far from stabil-
ity were generated by the FRDM [25], Duflo-Zuker [26], and
HFB-21 [27]. The scale is from white to dark red, indicating
regions with a small change to a substantial change in the
resulting abundances. For reference, stable nuclei have been
included as black crosses and the magic numbers have been in-
dicated by thin lines. Superimposed on the sensitivity results
are the limits of accessibility by CARIBU [28] and the pro-
posed FRIB intensities [29]. In both cases, we have plotted the
conservative limits of what can be produced and measured in
mass measurements.

A ranges over the entire abundance curve. This quantity is
largest when the curves differ near the peak abundances,
giving preference to those regions.

The values of F = (F+ +F−)/2 are calculated for 3010
nuclei from 58Fe to 294Fm. Figure 3 shows the nuclei whose
separation energy variations result in the greatest changes
in the resulting r-process abundances. Nuclei that have
the greatest impact on the r-process are those neutron
rich nuclei near the closed shells at Z = 28 and 50, and
N = 50, 82, and 126.

A natural question to ask is the dependence of these
results on the mass model used. Therefore, similar calcu-
lations were performed using four additional mass models,
the Duflo-Zuker (DZ) [26], the Extended Thomas Fermi
plus Strutinsky Integral with shell Quenching (ETF-
SIQ) [30], the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB-21) [27],
and the F-spin [31] model in addition to the FRDM. All
models take advantage of very different physics ingredients
to calculate the masses of nuclei far from stability. Each
of the calculations performed started with the same initial
astrophysical conditions and again varying individual sep-

aration energies by ±25%. The results are astounding. In
each case, the nuclei with the greatest impact were gener-
ally the ones near the major closed shells independent of
the chosen mass models. Figure 3 shows the resulting sen-
sitivity plots from three of the mass models; the FRDM,
DZ, and HFB-21 models. Nuclei near the closed shells of
N = 50, 82, and 126 rise above all the others in impact.
The nuclei with the most impact on the r-process abun-
dances cluster around 132Cd and 138Sn. In this region, the
nuclei are 131–134Cd, 132–137In, 135–140Sn, 139,141Sb. There
are also specific low mass nuclei such as 82Cu, 85Zn, and
88Zn that are important.

In trying to understand these results, we know that
there are two ways that an individual neutron separation
energy can influence the r-process abundance distribution.
The first is a long-recognized [32] equilibrium effect, and
the second is an early freezeout photodissociation effect,
recently pointed out in [33]. In the classic view, the r-
process takes place in conditions of (n, γ)-(γ, n) equilib-
rium, where abundances along an isotopic chain are de-
termined by a Saha equation,

I00 =
Y (Z,A + 1)

Y (Z,A)
=

G(Z,A + 1)
2G(Z,A)

(
2πh̄2NA

mnkT

)3/2

Nn

× exp
[
Sn(Z,A + 1)

kT

]
, (3)

where the Gs are the partition functions, Nn is the neutron
number density, and mn is the nucleon mass. The relative
abundances of the different isotopic chains are then deter-
mined by the β-decay lifetimes of the most populated nu-
clei along each chain. As described in eq. (3), any change
to an individual separation energy will cause a shift in
the abundances along the isotopic chain. This can have a
global impact on the final abundance pattern, particularly
if the affected nucleus is highly populated and material is
shifted to a nucleus with a significantly faster or slower β-
decay lifetime. For example, consider the case of 138Sn, a
nucleus just above the N = 82 closed shell region. In the
baseline simulation, 138Sn is the most abundant tin iso-
tope, and 136Sn 140Sn are much less abundant. Their mass
fractions are shown as a function of time in fig. 4(a); their
relative values follow those predicted by eq. (3) until about
t ∼ 1.2 s, when equilibrium begins to fail and the nuclei
primarily β-decay to stability. If the simulation is repeated
with neutron separation energy of 138Sn reduced by 25%,
we see that the equilibrium abundance of this nucleus is
drastically reduced, as expected from eq. (3) and shown
in fig. 4(b). Material is instead shifted to 136Sn, which has
a β-decay lifetime approximately 1.6 times that of 138Sn
(and 5.3 times the lifetime of 140Sn, which is also depleted
by the shift). As a result, more material is stuck in the
tin isotopic chain compared to the baseline simulation,
and the overall rate at which neutrons are consumed is
slowed, as shown in fig. 4(c). This impacts the availability
of neutrons for the whole abundance pattern and results in
changes throughout the pattern. The second mechanism,
in contrast, operates once (n, γ)-(γ, n) equilibrium begins
to fail, and individual neutron capture and photodissocia-
tion rates become important. Since the neutron separation

• Nuclear masses determine in r-process nucleosynthesis: 
‣ Neutron capture rates/photo-disintegration. 

‣ Beta decay Q-values.

• Changes in the final r-process abundances 
produced by a 25% variation of the separation 
energies have been studied globally. 

• Most sensitive nuclei are those near to the neutron 
magic numbers.

S. Brett et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 48, 184 (2012) 

Impact of nuclear masses on 
r-process simulations

Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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Masses@GSI/FAIR and the  
r-process path

B. Sun et al., Nucl. Phys. A 812, 1 (2008), L. Chen et al., Nucl. Phys. A 882, 71 (2012)

Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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New masses around 132Sn

• JYFLTRAP@JYVÄSKYLÄ  (J. Hakala et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 032501 (2012)) 

• ISOLTRAP@ISOLDE (C. Weber et al., Nucl. Phys. A 803, 1 (2008), G. Sikler et al., Nucl. Phys. A 763, 
45 (2005), M. Dworschak et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 072501 (2008)) 

• FRS/ESR@GSI (B. Sun et al., Nucl. Phys. A 812, 1 (2008), L. Chen et al., Nucl. Phys. A 882, 71 (2012)) 

• CPT/CARIBU@ANL (J. Van Schelt et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 061102 (2013)) 

information and, for comparison, three commonly used
mass models: the finite range droplet model of 1995
(FRDM95) [39], the extended Thomas-Fermi plus
Strutinksy integral with enhanced quenching model
(ETFSI-Q) [40], and the recent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov-
21 model (HFB-21) [37]. The code used is one modified
from that used earlier by this group in a similar rp-process
calculation [41]. Within a given simulation run, the tem-
perature and neutron density of the r-process environment
are fixed. An initial population of nuclei is set on the low-N
side at N ¼ 81, and then the (n, !), (!, n), and "-decay
processes are allowed to run over all appreciably populated
isotopes of the simulated element. The (n, !) and (!, n)
rates come from the mass-model-based calculations of
Rauscher and Thielemann [42], which accept Sn values as
input parameters for the (!, n) rates. Because isotopes
beyond those measured by the CPT participate to some
extent for all simulated environmental conditions, AME03
masses were used for lower-N isotopes and mass model Sn
values for higher N. To isolate the effect of the differences
between each model and the experimental masses, simula-
tions were runwith each of themassmodels appended to the
CPT data. Separate simulations were run with each mass
model used as an input. "-decay half-lives were taken from
NuBase [43], where available, and model-based half-
lives [44] were used for 138Sn, 138Sb, and beyond, scaled
to match smoothly onto the known values. The simulations
were run until half of the material had" decayed, providing
ameasure of thewaiting timevia this ‘‘effective’’ half-life in
each condition. Simulations were run at 1.5 GK as a repre-
sentative case and were repeated over a span of neutron
densities until the new masses were no longer relevant.

Each mass-model-based simulation shows overly favor-
able prospects for moving past Sn, approaching a 1 s
effective half-life at lower densities than the CPT-based
simulations, as shown in the top of Fig. 3. This is due to the
neutron separation energies of certain nuclei being too
large in the mass models, impeding the (!, n) reactions
that would push material to longer-lived nuclei. In the
ETFSI-Q case, this is caused mainly by a 350-keV error
in the Sn of 133Sn. The effect is more drastic for the
FRDM95, which overestimates Sn of both 133;134Sn by
260 and 635 keV, respectively, followed by an underesti-
mation for 135Sn by 340 keV. The combined effect of these
is a prolonged span of densities for which 134Sn is the
dominant isotope, with its 1.1-s half-life setting the time
scale. The effect in HFB-21 starts at higher density than in
the other models, but is sharper. The delay is due to a small
undershot in the Sn of

133Sn, and the rapid drop is started by
a 604-keV error in 134Sn. The mass models disagree with
each other at 136Sn over a span of 839 keV, which induces
the differences among the CPT-based simulations apparent
in the plot. Simulations at other temperatures showed the
same effects but at higher density for higher temperatures,
as expected.

Similar effects emerged from the simulations of Sb,
but the effective half-life is nearly always shorter at Sn
than Sb over the relevant conditions. Therefore, plotted
in the bottom of Fig. 3 is the mean mass number of the Sb
populations at the end of each simulation, to illustrate
the impact on r-process abundances. There is a drastic
effect in the HFB-21 simulations caused by an apparent
lack of pairing around the neutron shell closure and cons-
ecutive 812 and 628 keV errors in the Sn of 136;137Sb,
which almost instantly drives all material from 133Sb to
137Sb, an error of nearly four masses. Because this
change is at low neutron densities, the primary effect
will be during freeze-out, the time during which final
r-process abundances (the only available r-process
observable) are being determined.
These simulations provide a demonstration of the insuf-

ficiency of existing mass models for accurate r-process
simulations. Progress in the development of mass models
is slow, with the FRDM accuracy improving by 15%
over the last 17 years [36] and the HFB models 32% over
9 years [37,45], for example. Therefore, without consider-
able improvements in nuclear theory, direct mass measure-
ments may be the only sufficiently accurate source of Sn
inputs to r-process simulations for the foreseeable future.

FIG. 3 (color online). Results of simulations performed at
1.5 GK. Top: The effective half-life of Sn versus neutron
density. Each mass model tested predicts a drop in time at lower
density than in reality. Bottom: The mean mass number of
Sb versus neutron density. The mass models all predict a
breakaway from the neutron shell closure earlier than in
reality, with HFB-21 [37] showing an unnaturally wide
expanse in which 137Sb dominates. See the text for additional
details.

PRL 111, 061102 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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Effect on r-process simulations

J. Van Schelt et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 061102 (2013)

Neutron separation energies were 
overestimated in the mass models with 
respect to the experimental data, inhibiting 
(γ,n) reactions which would push material to 
longer-lived isotopes

Drastic transition from 133Sb to 137Sb in HFB-21 
mass model not observed in the data including 
the new masses measured at CPT-CARIBU.

First Results from the CARIBU Facility: Mass Measurements on the r-Process Path

J. Van Schelt,1,2 D. Lascar,3,1 G. Savard,1,2 J. A. Clark,1 P. F. Bertone,1 S. Caldwell,2,1 A. Chaudhuri,4,1 A. F. Levand,1

G. Li,5,1 G. E. Morgan,4 R. Orford,5 R. E. Segel,3,1 K. S. Sharma,4 and M.G. Sternberg2,1

1Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA
2Department of Physics, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637, USA

3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA
4Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2, Canada

5Department of Physics, McGill University, Montréal, Québec H3A 2T8, Canada
(Received 18 January 2013; published 5 August 2013)

The Canadian Penning Trap mass spectrometer has made mass measurements of 33 neutron-rich

nuclides provided by the new Californium Rare Isotope Breeder Upgrade facility at Argonne National

Laboratory. The studied region includes the 132Sn double shell closure and ranges in Z from In to Cs, with

Sn isotopes measured out to A ¼ 135, and the typical measurement precision is at the 100 ppb level or

better. The region encompasses a possible major waiting point of the astrophysical r process, and the

impact of the masses on the r process is shown through a series of simulations. These first-ever

simulations with direct mass information on this waiting point show significant increases in waiting

time at Sn and Sb in comparison with commonly used mass models, demonstrating the inadequacy of

existing models for accurate r-process calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.061102 PACS numbers: 26.30.Hj, 29.25.Rm, 21.10.Dr, 27.60.+j

Introduction.—Neutron-rich radioactive nuclides have
remained stubbornly inaccessible to precision study for
decades because while fission of heavy elements abun-
dantly produces these nuclides, their chemistry prohibi-
tively impedes the release of all but the most volatile
elements from traditional bulky fission sources [1]. The
problem of chemistry dependence in neutron-rich beam
production has been abated by the development of gas
cells which can stop and thermalize reaction products in
gas [2], with the most efficient being the new radio fre-
quency (rf) gas catchers [3,4]. These developments have
allowed comprehensive surveys of the properties of fission
products to begin.

A key motivation for the study of these nuclides is the
astrophysical rapid neutron-capture process (r process),
which is thought to have produced half of the heavy nuclei
in the universe [5–8]. The site of the r process which
populates the universe is not known but is possibly within
core-collapse supernovae or events which eject material
from the crusts of neutron stars such as binary mergers.
During an r-process event, the balance between neutron
capture (n, !) and photodissociation (!, n) reactions deter-
mines the distribution of isotope populations within each
element, while " decay moves nuclei to higher proton
numbers. A critical nuclear physics input to the (!, n)
rate is the neutron separation energy (Sn) of the participant
nucleus and is calculated from the atomic masses of parent
and daughter isotopes. Direct mass measurements made
with Penning traps [9] are only now reaching nuclides on
possible r-process paths. The Canadian Penning Trap mass
spectrometer (CPT) [10–12] and other Penning traps have
made precision mass measurements of progressively more

neutron-rich nuclides [13–15] as the state of the art of
gas-catcher technology has advanced.
Rf gas catchers are now sufficiently mature to justify new

facilities dedicated to their beams. The new Californium
Rare Isotope Breeder Upgrade (CARIBU) [16] is the first
such facility, now online. CARIBU uses a 252Cf spontane-
ous fission source in a large gas catcher to provide purified
neutron-rich beams to either low-energy beam experi-
ments or the Argonne Tandem-Linac Accelerator System
(ATLAS) for reaccelerated beam experiments. This Letter
describes the first science results using beams from
CARIBU: mass measurements made with the CPT of the
33 nuclides shown in Fig. 1, 12 of which improve the
precision over earlier attempts.

FIG. 1 (color online). Locations of the nuclides for which
masses have been measured by the CPT at CARIBU. The shell
closures at N ¼ 82 and Z ¼ 50 are highlighted.

PRL 111, 061102 (2013)
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• Experimental masses where available: ~2300 (Audi et al. 
Chinese Phys. C 36, 1287 (2012)). 

• Theoretical global nuclear mass models widely used in 
nucleosynthesis calculations:  

➡ Finite Range Droplet Model (FRDM). (Möller et. al 1995, Möller et. al 2012) 
➡ Extended Thomas-Fermi plus Strutinsky Integral (ETFSI). (Aboussir et al. 1995) 
➡ Weizsäcker-Skyrme (WS). (N. Wang et al. 2010) 
➡ Duflo-Zuker (DZ) functional based on Shell Model. (Duflo and Zuker 1995) 
➡ Self-consistent mean field models based on Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov 
approximations: 

‣ Skyrme HFB-*  (Goriely et al 2013) 

‣ Gogny D1M (Goriely et al. 2009)

 Typical r.m.s. deviation from the experimental data ~0.6 MeV

Nuclear masses used in r-process 
simulations

Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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Ab-initio nuclear masses

H. Hergert et al., Phys. ev. C 87, 034307 (2013)

schematic approximation of 3NFs guided by chiral EFT
and utilize the coupled-cluster method to solve the quan-
tum many-body problem. Chiral EFT is a systematic and
model-independent approach to nuclear interactions. We
employ the NN interactions at next-to-next-to-next-to
leading order by Entem and Machleidt [21,22] and an
approximation for the chiral 3NFs that was previously
adopted in neutron-rich oxygen isotopes [7]. The coupled-
cluster method [23,24] is a very efficient tool for the com-
putation of nuclei with a closed (sub)shell structure and
their neighbors and thus ideally suited for the task at hand.

Hamiltonian, model space, and method.—We employ
the intrinsic Hamiltonian

Ĥ ¼
X

1"i<j"A

!ð ~pi $ ~pjÞ2
2mA

þ V̂ði;jÞ
NN þ V̂ði;jÞ

3Neff

"
: (1)

Here, the intrinsic kinetic energy depends on the mass
number A. The potential V̂NN denotes the chiral NN inter-
action at next-to-next-to-next-to leading order [21,22],
while V̂3Neff is a schematic potential based on the in-
medium chiral NN interaction by Holt et al. [25] (see
also Ref. [26]). The potential V̂3Neff results from integrat-
ing one nucleon in the leading-order chiral 3NF over the
Fermi sphere with Fermi momentum kF in symmetric
nuclear matter and is thus reminiscent of the normal-
ordered approximation [27]. It depends formally on the
Fermi momentum kF, the low-energy constants cD and cE
of the short-ranged contributions to the leading-order
chiral 3NF, and the chiral cutoff. The latter is equal to
the value employed in the chiral NN interaction [21]. In
the computation of neutron-rich oxygen isotopes [7], the
parameters kF ¼ 1:05 fm$1 and cE ¼ 0:71 resulted from
adjusting the binding energies of 16;22O, while cD ¼ $0:2
was kept at its value determined in light nuclei [28]. In this
work, we use kF ¼ 0:95 fm$1 and cE ¼ 0:735 from ad-
justing the binding energies of 48;52Ca. It is very satisfying
that the parametrization of V̂3Neff changes little as one goes
from neutron-rich isotopes of oxygen to the significantly
heavier calcium isotopes.

The coupled-cluster method generates a similarity-
transformed Hamiltonian !H ¼ e$TĤeT by the action of
the cluster operator T that creates up to n-particle-n-hole
(np-nh) excitations with respect to a reference state. Details
of our implementation are presented in Refs. [29,30]. We
compute the ground states of the closed-(sub)shell nuclei
40;48;52;54;60;62Ca in the singles doubles (CCSD) approxima-
tion and include n ¼ 3 triples perturbatively within the
"-CCSD(T) approach of Ref. [31]. Our model space con-
sists of up to Nmax ¼ 19 major spherical oscillator
shells (i.e., the maximal single-particle excitation energy is
18 units of @! above the oscillator ground state), and the
reference state results from a Hartree–Fock calculation. Our
basis employs oscillator spacings between 24 MeV "@! " 32 MeV, and in the largest model spaces the results

we present are practically independent of @!. For excited
states in 53;55;61Ca above threshold, we use a Gamow–
Hartree–Fock basis [7,32] with 40 discretization points
[33]. Excited states of the closed-shell nuclei 48;52;54Ca are
computed within the equation-of-motion (EOM) method
with singles and doubles. The open-shell nuclei
39;41;47;49;51;53;55;59;61Ca are computed with the particle
attached or removed EOM methods, and we use the
two-particle attached EOM method [34] for the nuclei
42;50;56Ca. Note that the employed EOM methods are
expected to reliably compute the separation energies and
low-lying excited states as long as they are dominated by
1p, 1h, 1p-1h or 2p excitations.
Results.—Figure 1 shows the computed ground-state

energies of the calcium isotopes and compares the results
obtained with the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) to available data
and to the results based on chiral NN interactions alone.
The inclusion of chiral 3NFs via the in-medium effective
potential V̂3Neff clearly yields a much improved agreement
with data. The light isotopes 39;40;41;42Ca are slightly over-
bound, whereas the agreement is very good for the neutron-
rich isotopes at the center of this study. The comparison
with chiral NN forces shows that the in-medium effective
potential V̂3Neff is repulsive [35]. For the heavier isotopes
of calcium, the in-medium effective potential V̂3Neff

becomes increasingly repulsive, and a saturation of the
total binding energy sets in around 60Ca. It is interesting
that essentially the same interaction yields attraction in
neutron-rich oxygen isotopes [7]. Note that the results for
the isotopes 52–60Ca are based on an exponential extrapola-
tion of our results for Nmax ¼ 14, 16, 18 oscillator shells at
the oscillator frequency @! ¼ 26 MeV. This extrapolation
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FIG. 1 (color online). Ground-state energy of the calcium
isotopes as a function of the mass number A. Black circles:
experimental data; red squares: theoretical results including the
effects of three-nucleon forces; blue diamonds: predictions from
chiral NN forces alone. The experimental results for 51;52Ca are
from Ref. [36].
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during spectra 5 to 11, which resulted in the disappearance of the ion
counts in question. This unambiguously identified these ions as 54Ca.
Figure 2b corresponds to about 90 min of data-taking. MR-TOF MS
spectra of 53Ca and 54Ca were taken in total for 12.6 h and 18.2 h,
respectively.

Our results (rICR and CTOF) for the exotic calcium isotopes investi-
gated (51,52Ca and 53,54Ca, respectively) are summarized in Table 1,
including the resulting mass excesses. The ISOLTRAP values of 51Ca

and 52Ca determined with the Penning trap agree well with the recent
measurements by TITAN4. The uncertainties were reduced by factors
of 40 and 80, respectively, owing to longer excitation times (600 ms in
the case of ISOLTRAP as compared to 80 ms in the case of TITAN),
higher cyclotron frequencies and higher calcium ion yields. The masses
of 53,54Ca determined by the MR-TOF MS have been experimentally
addressed for the first time. As a consistency check, the 52Ca mass was
also measured by the new MR-TOF method, and the mass excess is in
full agreement with both Penning-trap results (Table 1). Furthermore,
a second cross-check measurement in the vicinity of the newly mea-
sured masses was performed. The mass excess of the stable isotope 58Fe
was determined with the stable reference isotopes 58Ni and 85Rb. The
measurement resulted in a mass excess of 262,168.0(47.0) keV/c2,
where the statistical uncertainty is given in parentheses. With a devi-
ation of 13.5 keV/c2 from the literature value28, it agrees well within its
statistical uncertainty. The uncertainties in the MR-TOF method
quoted in Table 1 for 53Ca and 54Ca denote the statistical standard
deviation. For the cross-checks, the MR-TOF method has thus been
employed to measure the mass of a slightly lighter isotope and a slightly
heavier isotope, 52Ca and 58Fe, respectively. The deviations from the
Penning-trap measurement and the literature value, respectively, are
taken as estimates of the relative systematic uncertainty, which lies in
the low 1027 range. Additional cross-check measurements to determine
the systematic uncertainty have been performed over a wide mass range
and will be detailed elsewhere. The precision and fast measurement
cycle of the MR-TOF method makes this a promising approach for the
mass spectrometry of isotopes with lower yield and shorter half-life
than currently accessible.

The binding energies encode information about the ordering of shell
occupation, and thus are essential in the quest for shell closures in exotic
regions of the nuclear chart. Our high-precision data can be used to
provide a critical benchmark for the behaviour far from stability, namely,
the two-neutron separation energy S2n 5 B(Z,N) 2 B(Z,N 2 2), where
B(Z,N) is the binding energy (defined as positive) of a nucleus with Z
protons and N neutrons. The S2n values are a preferred probe of the
evolution of nuclear structure with neutron number, and can be used to
challenge model predictions, as shown in Fig. 3. The pronounced
decrease in S2n revealed by the new 53Ca and 54Ca ISOLTRAP masses
is similar to the decrease beyond the doubly magic 48Ca. In general,
correlations induced by deformation could also cause such a reduction
in S2n, but in the calcium isotopes studied here deformation is expected
to have no role29. Therefore, our new data unambiguously establish a
prominent shell closure at N 5 32. The strength of this shell closure can
be evaluated from the two-neutron shell gap, that is, the two-neutron
separation energy difference S2n(Z,N) 2 S2n(Z,N 1 2). Figure 3c shows a
two-neutron shell gap for 52Ca of almost 4 MeV, where the rise towards
52Ca at N 5 32 is as steep as that towards 48Ca at N 5 28. The peaks at
N 5 Z in Fig. 3c are due to the additional correlation energy for sym-
metric N 5 Z nuclei, known as Wigner energy.

Calcium marks the heaviest chain of isotopes studied with three-
nucleon forces based on chiral effective field theory3–6. Figure 3a shows
the predictions of our microscopic calculations with three-nucleon
forces (that is, ‘NN 1 3N’) using many-body perturbation theory
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Figure 3 | Comparison of experimental results with theoretical predictions.
a, b, Two-neutron separation energy S2n (ref. 28) of the neutron-rich calcium
isotopes as a function of neutron number N, where the new ISOLTRAP values
are shown in red. In a, the ISOLTRAP masses are compared to predictions from
microscopic valence-shell calculations with three-nucleon forces (NN13N)
based on chiral effective field theory (solid line, MBPT) and large-space coupled-
cluster calculations including three-nucleon forces as density-dependent two-
body interactions (dashed line, CC)5. For comparison, we also show the results
of the phenomenological shell-model interactions KB3G21 and GXPF1A22. In
b, the ISOLTRAP masses are compared to state-of-the-art nuclear density-
functional-theory predictions15,29. Insets in a and b show the difference between
the theoretical predictions and experiment. c, Empirical two-neutron shell gap
as a function of proton number Z for N 5 28 and N 5 32. Error bars, 61 s.d.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) IM-SRG(2) ground-state energy per nu-
cleon of closed-shell nuclei for NN + 3N -induced (top) and NN +
3N -full Hamiltonians (bottom) at different resolution scales λ.
Energies are determined at optimal h̄" for eMax = 14. Experimental
energies (black bars) are taken from Ref. [44].

of this method is its ability to perform a simultaneous
extrapolation for all calculated energies with different eMax
and h̄" and thereby better constrain the fit model than separate
extrapolations at each h̄". We find the extrapolation works well
for the NN + 3N -induced and NN + 3N -full Hamiltonians
and all studied nuclei. As an error estimate, we include the
maximum value of the scatter of eMax = 14 results around the
extrapolated values E∞ in Table I. Because we are limited
to h̄" ! 24 MeV in the calcium isotopes as well as 48Ni,
the extrapolation uncertainties are somewhat larger than for
the lighter nuclei. Although the h̄" = 24 MeV data for the
A = 48 nuclei exhibit signs of the artifact which is caused
by the truncation of the free-space SRG model space used
for the 3N evolution (see Sec. III and alsos Fig. 3), the
exclusion of these points from the fit data set does not affect
the extrapolation within its uncertainties. For 56Ni, however,
the effect is more pronounced; hence, we only include data
points for h̄" ! 28 MeV when we determine the extrapolated
energies in this case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the IM-SRG to perform a systematic study
of closed-shell nuclei using chiral NN + 3N Hamiltonians in
the normal-ordered two-body approximation. Our calculations
can be carried out in large HO bases of up to 15 major
shells owing to the polynomial scaling of the IM-SRG with
the single-particle basis size. We have demonstrated that the
SRG evolution of the initial NN or NN + 3N Hamiltonian
to a lower resolution scale is under control: Uncertainties
caused by the omission of induced 4N, . . . , AN forces
are outweighed by the improved convergence behavior of
the evolved Hamiltonian in many-body calculations, which
reduces truncation and extrapolation uncertainties.

With an initial Hamiltonian consisting of the N3LO NN
interaction with cutoff # = 500 MeV, and an N2LO 3N

interaction with a lowered cutoff # = 400 MeV, we achieve a
very good agreement of the IM-SRG(2) ground-state energies
with experimental data in light nuclei, while calcium and
nickel isotopes are overbound by 0.6–0.8 MeV per nucleon,
with minimal dependence on the SRG parameter λ. Our
IM-SRG ground-state energies are also in good agreement
with results from quasiexact IT-NCSM, as well as CCSD
and #-CCSD(T) calculations [8,10,11]. The similarity of our
results to the latter raises interesting questions regarding the
diagrammatic content of the IM-SRG method when it is
interpreted as a nonperturbative resummation of the MBPT
series. This aspect will be explored in depth in a forthcoming
publication [31].

Improving on the IM-SRG(2) truncation introduced in this
work is straightforward: As a next step, we plan to implement
the IM-SRG(3) flow equations, which contain explicit three-
body operators. While the computational treatment of 3N in-
teractions is expensive and requires additional approximations
such as the E3Max cut we discussed in the present work, it
should be feasible to perform calculations in light nuclei to
establish the convergence behavior of the IM-SRG hierarchy
of truncations. Effects in heavier nuclei can then be inferred
using size-extensivity arguments.

In the near term, we can use the existing technology to study
NN and 3N Hamiltonian at consistent cutoffs and orders of the
chiral expansion, in particular the recently completed N3LO
interactions [48,49]. We also plan spectroscopic applications
by using the final IM-SRG single-particle energies and residual
two-body interaction as input for traditional shell model
calculations [15]. In parallel, we will pursue the generalization
and direct application of the IM-SRG to open-shell nuclei
via a multireference formalism. There are indications from
quantum chemistry that a unitary method such as the IM-SRG
is more robust than traditional CC approaches in such cases
[46,50,51].
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- Limited to magic or semi-magic nuclei. 
- Limited accuracy so far (too much overbinding). 
- Good results in some regions while in other regions are very bad. 
- Missing many body forces, uncertainties in the three body coupling constants, etc.

Nuclear binding energies have been computed recently for heavier nuclei using 
chiral effective field theory interactions

Ab-initio methods are far from being useful for nucleosynthesis simulations:
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Microscopic mass models with 
effective interactions

• Self-consistent mean field 
approximations provide a very 
good description of known data.

Comparison with experimental masses

σ(2149M)=577keV
Audi et al. (2003)

σ(HFB20)  σ(HFB21)   σ(FRDM)

434 masses (36≤Z≤85, p-rich) at GSI (2005)  397 keV     388 keV       429 keV

119 masses (28≤Z≤46, n-rich) at JYFLTRAP (2009) 453 keV     625 keV       694 keV
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• There are still some problems 
in transitional regions and local 
uncertainties: 

- Numerical noise. 
- Some physics missing: 
Restoration of broken 
symmetries and configuration 
mixing. 
- Nuclei with odd number of 
protons/neutrons are not 
treated in equal footing as the 
even-even ones

the final charge radius being estimated by r2th ¼
r2MF þ !r2quad. Note that the quadruple corrections are cal-

culated for even-even nuclei only and interpolated from
those for the others. For closed shell nuclei, the Gaussian
overlap approximation used within the 5DCH approach
gives erroneous negative corrections. For those nuclei,
the correction is therefore set to zero.

The total binding energy reads Eth ¼ Eaxial þ!Equad þ
!E1 where in addition to the quadrupole correlations, an
infinite-basis correction !E1 is introduced due to the
limitation of the number of major shells included in the
axially symmetric calculation. The same procedure as
described in Ref. [10] is followed to estimate !E1. If the
energy Eaxial obtained with the axial code using N & 14
major shells can be determined within a reasonable com-
putation time, this is not the case for both!E1 and!Equad.
Therefore, to avoid intractable calculations, the adjustment
of the Gogny force parameters to reproduce at best the
experimental masses is not performed by systematically
calculating these correction terms. Instead, the computa-
tional scheme described below is followed.

Fitting strategy.—A mass fit entails that every nucleus
that is included in the fit has to be calculated many times
over. Making a direct fit with a deformed HF code to all of
the more than 2000 measured masses imposes a very
serious strain on one’s computer facilities, so that in prac-
tice, a specific strategy needs to be followed, especially in
view of the large number of free parameters (typically 14)
and the many observables that need to be fitted. The Gogny
effective nuclear interaction (plus spin-orbit term) is ex-
pressed [11] as

Vð1; 2Þ ¼
X

j¼1;2

e%ð~r1%~r2Þ2=!2
j ðWj þ BjP" %HjP#

%MjP"P#Þ þ t0ð1þ x0P"Þ$ð ~r1 % ~r2Þ

&
!
%
"
~r1 þ ~r2

2

#$
&
þ iWLSr

 
12$ð~r1 % ~r2Þ

& ~r12:ð ~"1 þ ~"2Þ; (3)

where P" (P#) is the two-body spin- (isospin-) exchange
operator. From the 14 interaction parameters, it is possible
to express [12] the parameters of symmetric infinite nu-
clear matter (INM) at the equilibrium density %0 [or equiv-

alently the Fermi momentum kF ¼ ð3=2'2%0Þ1=3], namely,
the energy per nucleon av, the symmetry coefficient J, the
effective mass m', and the incompressibility coefficient
Kv. These five parameters are explicitly introduced in the
fits instead of 5 of the Gogny force parameters. Starting
from a trial force providing a first estimate of !Equad and
!E1, the following 3-step reiterative procedure is adopted:

(i) The 5 INM parameters as well as the spin-orbit
parameter WLS are adjusted through an automatic optimi-
zation procedure to minimize the rms deviation with re-
spect to experimental masses [4]; the 5 INM parameters
are, however, kept within their corresponding experimental
ranges [5,8].
(ii) The remaining parameters (only the & and x0 pa-

rameters are kept fixed) are manually adjusted to optimize
quantitatively the rms deviation with respect to known
charge radii [13] (in practice, this corresponds essentially
to a modification of kF) and qualitatively to the energy
density curves of the infinite neutron matter (to agree with
the realistic calculation of [14]) and symmetric matter in
the four spin-isospin channels to agree with [15]. Any
modification at this stage is fed back into step (i) to ensure
an optimum mass prediction.
(iii) As soon as an acceptable reproduction of all the

above-mentioned observables is achieved, the !Equad and
!E1 correction energies are reestimated and the new force
is fed back into step (i). A new iteration cycle begins until
all the conditions are properly fulfilled with one unique
force.
Results.—The parameters of our final Gogny force,

called D1M, are given in Table I and the corresponding
INM parameters in Table II. The deviations between all the

TABLE I. Values of the D1M interaction parameters.

i Wi Bi Hi Mi !i

[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [fm]

1 %12 797:57 14 048.85 %15 144:43 11 963.89 0.50
2 490.95 %752:27 675.12 %693:57 1.00

t0 x0 & WLS

[MeV fm4] [MeV fm5]
1562.22 1 1=3 115.36

TABLE II. INM parameters for D1M at equilibrium density
%0. G0 and G00 are the corresponding Landau parameters [12].

%0 [fm%3] av [MeV] J [MeV] m'=m Kv [MeV] G0 G00

0.165 %16:026 28.554 0.746 225.0 %0:013 0.711

FIG. 1. Differences between measured [4] and D1M masses,
as a function of the neutron number N.
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in transitional regions and local 
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- Numerical noise. 
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FIG. 1. (a) Potential energy surfaces as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation calculated with HFB (green dotted
line), PN-VAP (red dashed line) and PNAMP (thin black continuous line) approximations for 120Cd with the Gogny D1S
parametrization. The square, triangle and diamond represent the minima of each surface respectively. The blue dot corresponds
to the full SCCM energy and the blue thick continuous line is the ground state collective wave function. The arrows point out
the energy gain between the di↵erent approaches considered in this work. (b) Convergence of the energy as a function of the
number of major oscillator shells included in the working basis for the same approaches of the left panel.

gence of the quantum number projections were checked
by inspecting the mean values of the operators, N̂ , Ẑ,
�N̂2, �Ẑ2 and Ĵ2.

Finally, the convergence of the solutions of the HWG
equations has been ensured by analyzing the energy
plateaus as a function of the natural states which trans-
form the HWG equations into regular eigenvalue prob-
lems. Detailed expressions and performance of this ap-
proach can be found in Refs. [26, 27] (and references
therein).

III. RESULTS

A. BMF correlation energies

To shed light on how the BMF method used here actu-
ally works, the nucleus 120Cd is taken as an example. The
HFB -Gogny D1S- energy calculated with N

s.h.o.

= 19 is
EHFB = �1011.786 MeV. On top of this value, BMF cor-
rections are made (see Eq. 1). As it is mentioned in the
previous section, these corrections are performed with
N

s.h.o.

= 11. In Fig. 1 the energy as a function of the
axial quadrupole deformation �2 is represented for mean
field (HFB, dotted line), variation after particle num-
ber projection (PN-VAP, dashed line) and particle num-
ber and angular momentum I = 0 projection (PNAMP,
I = 0, thin continuous line) approximations. The minima
of each potential energy surfaces are the corresponding
energies for each level of approximation (square, HFB;
triangle PN-VAP; and diamond PNAMP, I = 0). In this
case, the value of deformation of all the minima is quite
similar (�2 ⇡ 0.17), i.e., 120Cd is prolate deformed in all

of these approaches. A gain in the energy (1.96 MeV) is
observed when correlations associated to the restoration
of the particle number are taken into account. Further
correlation energy (2.80 MeV) is obtained when simul-
taneous particle number and angular momentum projec-
tion is performed. In addition, by allowing shape mixing
of particle number and angular momentum restored axial
states (GCM), Eqs. 10-11, the energy marked by a blue
dot in Fig. 1 is obtained, i.e., 1.02 MeV extra energy with
respect to the PNAMP (I = 0) minimum. In continu-
ous thick blue line, the so-called ground state collective
wave function is plotted and it represents the probabil-
ity of having a given �2 deformation in this state. In
this case, two maxima are found at �2 = �0.1 and +0.2,
being the prolate one the absolute maximum. The posi-
tion of the blue dot in the abscissa axis corresponds to
the mean deformation calculated with the ground state
collective wave function �̄2 = 0.10. In summary, the
total correction provided by the current SCCM method
is �EBMF = 5.77 MeV and the total energy (Eq. 1) is
E(120Cd) = �1017.559 MeV.

We now generalize these results to the even-even nu-
clei with Z,N � 10 contained in the most recent Atomic
Mass Evaluation (AME) [29] both for Gogny D1S and
D1M parametrizations. In Fig. 2 the successive gains
in total energy reached by restoring the symmetries and
allowing the axial quadrupole shape mixing are repre-
sented as a function of the number of neutrons. For
the D1S parametrization we observe a band of values
ranged in the interval 1.5–3.5 MeV with a mean gain
⇠ 2.3 MeV of correlation energy with respect to the mean
field (HFB) solutions when variation after particle num-
ber projection (PN-VAP) method is applied (Fig 2(a)).
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FIG. 5. (color online) Di↵erence between the experimental binging energies (taken from Ref. [29]) and: (a)-(b) HFB; (c)-(d)
PN-VAP; (e)-(f) PNAMP; (g)-(h) GCM total energies calculated with the Gogny D1S (left panel) and D1M (right panel)
parametrizations. Lines connect isotopic chains starting from Z = 10. Black, red, blue, magenta and green lines represent
isotopic chains with Z = x0, x2, x4, x6 and x8, being x = 1, 2, ..., etc. Dashed vertical lines mark the neutron magic numbers
20, 28, 50, 82 and 126.

here, the root mean square (RMS) deviation is less than
2.6 MeV. This is explained by three major drawbacks
of this parametrization (see left panel of Fig. 5). The
first one is the presence of residual shell e↵ects. In all
of the approaches, peaks at the neutron magic numbers
N = 50, 82 and 126 are observed. As it was discussed
above, BMF energy gains are smaller in the shell clo-
sure nuclei (see Fig. 2(g)). Therefore, these peaks are

reduced when BMF e↵ects are taken into account but
the reduction is clearly insu�cient to bring the theory
closer to the experiment. The second drawback is the sys-
tematic drift towards less bound systems in nuclei with
increasing neutron excess. The origin of the problem is
in the symmetry energy provided by Gogny D1S. This
parametrization does not reproduce the correct curva-
ture in the neutron matter equation of state given by

• BMF effects correct the 
under binding at the MF 
level but produces excess 
of binding energy → refit of 
the force

• BMF effects reduces the 
spread of the data, 
specially in the light nuclei

• Shell effects are present 
both at MF and BMF 
levels

Successive gain in energy by including 
more beyond-mean-field (variational) 

correlations 
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FIG. 5. (color online) Di↵erence between the experimental binging energies (taken from Ref. [29]) and: (a)-(b) HFB; (c)-(d)
PN-VAP; (e)-(f) PNAMP; (g)-(h) GCM total energies calculated with the Gogny D1S (left panel) and D1M (right panel)
parametrizations. Lines connect isotopic chains starting from Z = 10. Black, red, blue, magenta and green lines represent
isotopic chains with Z = x0, x2, x4, x6 and x8, being x = 1, 2, ..., etc. Dashed vertical lines mark the neutron magic numbers
20, 28, 50, 82 and 126.

here, the root mean square (RMS) deviation is less than
2.6 MeV. This is explained by three major drawbacks
of this parametrization (see left panel of Fig. 5). The
first one is the presence of residual shell e↵ects. In all
of the approaches, peaks at the neutron magic numbers
N = 50, 82 and 126 are observed. As it was discussed
above, BMF energy gains are smaller in the shell clo-
sure nuclei (see Fig. 2(g)). Therefore, these peaks are

reduced when BMF e↵ects are taken into account but
the reduction is clearly insu�cient to bring the theory
closer to the experiment. The second drawback is the sys-
tematic drift towards less bound systems in nuclei with
increasing neutron excess. The origin of the problem is
in the symmetry energy provided by Gogny D1S. This
parametrization does not reproduce the correct curva-
ture in the neutron matter equation of state given by

T. R. R. et al, arXiv 1407.7699 (2014)

Microscopic mass models. 
Beyond mean field effects

See also M. Bender et al, PRC 73, 034322 (2006)
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Impact of beta-decay half-lives  
on r-process simulations

• Beta decay half-lives determine the time scale 
in r-process nucleosynthesis

(γ,n) photodisintegration
Equilibrium favors
“waiting point”

β-decay

Temperature: ~1-2 GK
Density: 300 g/cm3 (~60% neutrons !)

Pr
ot

on
 n

um
be

r

Seed

Rapid neutron
capture

neutron capture timescale: ~ 0.2 µs

Need: • mix of suitable heavy seed nuclei (A=56-90) and neutrons
• sufficient large number density of neutrons (max at least ~1e24 cm-3)
• sufficient large neutron/seed ratio (at least ~100)

M. Quinn et al, PRC 85, 035807 (2012)

solar
90Se exp

90Se FRDM+QRPA

Changing the half-life of a single element 
produces significant changes in the final 
abundances obtained in r-process simulations
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Experimental beta-decay half-lives  
of neutron rich nuclei

S. Nishimura et al, PRL 106, 052502 (2011)

• Beta decay half-lives@RIKEN/RIBF

Z. Y Xu et al, PRL 113, 032505 (2014)
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F. Montes et al, PRC 76, 035801 (2006)

• Beta decay half-lives@NSCL/MSU

Experimental beta-decay half-lives  
of neutron rich nuclei
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Experimental beta-decay half-lives  
of neutron rich nuclei

A. I. Morales et al, PRL 113, 022702 (2014)

• Beta decay half-lives@RISING/GSI
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• Beta decay half-lives have been computed on FRDM model so far and the calculations 
show several problems: 

‣ Inconsistent treatment of first-forbidden transitions. 

‣ Overestimation of half-lives. 

‣ Strong odd-even effects. 

• Recent microscopic calculations including Gamow-Teller and first forbidden transitions: 
‣ Shell Model for N = 50, 82, 126. 

‣ Non-relativistic DFT+QRPA   

‣ Global calculations within the Covariant Density Functional Theory, using the 

spherical QRPA method. 

Calculation of beta-decay half-lives
Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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SHELL-MODEL HALF-LIVES INCLUDING FIRST-FORBIDDEN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 025803 (2013)

FIG. 2. Partial decay rates for 199Ta calculated from first-
forbidden rank 1 transitions only. Panels (a) and (b) show the decay
rates obtained by using the linear combinations ξ ′y − ξ (x + u) and
(x + u), respectively, as pivot elements to calculate the contributions
of rank 1 operators within a Lanczos scheme with 100 iterations. Panel
(c) shows the partial decay rate using a Lanczos scheme with 300
iterations in which the states within the Qβ window are converged.
These shell-model calculations have been performed in a truncated
model space compared to other studies of the N = 126 isotones.

the half-life and hence are small but not negligible. Our factor
qGT is only slightly smaller than the customary quenching
value of 0.7.

All half-lives presented in the next sections for the r-process
waiting-point nuclei have been obtained using the quenching
factors for Gamow-Teller and first-forbidden transitions de-
rived above.

Before we present our results, we have to discuss another
potential shortcoming of our calculations of first-forbidden
transitions and how we handle it. A completely converged
calculation of the first-forbidden transition strength in our
chosen model space is prohibited due to computational
limitations. We have derived the strength within the Lanczos

FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of Qβ values of the N = 50
isotones between experimental data [54] and theoretical results from
FRDM [14] and the present shell-model approach.

TABLE II. Comparison of the present shell model half-lives and
the ones of Ref. [18]. All half-lives are in seconds.

Nucleus Half-life (s)

Expt. Present Shell model (Ref. [18])

82Ge 4.55 ± 0.05 6.90 2.057
81Ga 1.217 ± 0.005 1.03 0.577
80Zn 0.545 ± 0.016 0.53 0.432
79Cu 0.188 ± 0.025 0.27 0.222
78Ni 0.11+0.1

−0.06 0.15 0.127
77Co 0.016 0.016
76Fe 8.26 × 10−3 7.82 × 10−3

75Mn 3.66 × 10−3 3.52 × 10−3

74Cr 2.23 × 10−3 2.07 × 10−3

scheme using 100 iterations. As a consequence, the lowest
states are converged and correspond to physical states, while
the Lanczos states at higher excitation energies are unphysical
and represent strength per energy interval. Furthermore, their
energy positions depend on the sum rule (pivot) state used
for the calculation of the strength function. For example,
starting from the pivot state of the x operator, one obtains
different energy positions for the nonconverged states than
when starting from the sum rule state of the u operator. As
we need to compute superpositions of operators like u + x,
where both the magnitude and the phase of the individual
operators matter, we have followed the same procedure as
used in shell-model calculations of double-β decays [31].
Hence, we start with an arbitrary sum rule state that can be any
linear combination of operators of the same rank. During the
Lanczos iteration procedure, we compute the overlaps with the
individual operators. This iteration procedure is stopped when
at least 80% of the total strength for each individual operator
is recovered.

To illustrate this point, we have performed calculations for
199Ta in the model space defined above and have used two
different linear combinations of rank 1 operators, ξ ′y − ξ (x +
u) and (x + u), as pivots for the Lanczos calculations of the
operators x and u. For the combination ξ ′y − ξ (x + u) we

FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of half-lives of the N = 50
isotones between experimental data and theoretical results from
FRDM + QRPA [14], HFB + QRPA [16], DF3 + QRPA [20,55],
and the present shell-model approach.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Neutron emission probability for N = 50
isotones from FRDM + QRPA [14], DF3 + QRPA [20,55], the
present shell model, and the experiment [52].

[54]. Hence, we use the shell-model Qβ values in the following
calculation of the half-lives and β-delayed neutron emission
probabilities for the N = 50 waiting-point nuclei.

As shown in Table II and Fig. 4, the shell-model half-lives
agree quite well with the data, although they overestimate
the ones of 82Ge and 79Cu by about 50%. Nevertheless, the
agreement is significantly better than that obtained based
on the global FRDM and ETFSI models. The HFB results
[16], which are restricted to the decay of even-even nuclei,
are very similar to the shell-model results, except for the
half-life of the double-magic nucleus 78Ni. Here, only the
shell-model reproduces the measured value [7], while all other
models predict a significantly longer half-life. This underlines
the fact that many-body configuration mixing is needed to
reproduce the cross-gap correlations in double-magic nuclei.
Similar results have been found in studies of the isotope shifts
in calcium [56] and the M1 strength distributions in argon
isotopes [57].

The contribution of first-forbidden transitions to the N =
50 half-lives is shown in Fig. 5. For the decay of the nuclei with
Z ! 28 the probability is very small (less than 5%). However,
first-forbidden transitions contribute about 25% to the 77Co

FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison of Qβ values of the N =
82 isotones between theoretical results from the FRDM [14],
HFB [16], the present shell-model approaches, and experimental
data [52].

TABLE III. Comparison of the present shell-model half-lives and
the ones of Ref. [19] with experimental data [50,58]. All half-lives
are in milliseconds.

Nucleus Half-life (ms)

Expt. Present Shell model (Ref. [19])

131In 280 ± 30 247.53 260
130Cd 162 ± 7 164.29 162
129Ag 46+5

−9 69.81 70
128Pd 47.25 46
127Rh 27.98 27.65
126Ru 20.33 19.76
125Tc 9.52 9.44
124Mo 6.21 6.13

decay, while they are smaller but still sizable for the decay of
the nuclei with charge numbers Z = 24–26.

To understand this behavior, we note that first-forbidden
contributions are related to the transition from a g9/2 neutron
orbital to a f7/2 proton orbital for the rank 1 operators and
to a f5/2 proton orbital for rank 2 operators. (There are no
contributions from rank 0 operators in our model space.) In
the simple independent particle model, the f7/2 level gets
completely occupied for 78Ni and consequently this transition
is Pauli-blocked for N = 50 nuclei with Z ! 28. In the shell
model, the blocking is partially removed by configuration
mixing, but the importance of the first-forbidden transitions
stays low. For these nuclei, they are nearly exclusively due to
contributions from the rank 2 operators. For the nuclei with
Z < 28, the proton f7/2 orbital is not fully occupied and first-
forbidden transitions due to the rank 1 operators are possible.
They are noticeably larger those of the rank 2 operators.
Hence, the total first-forbidden strength is significantly larger
for nuclei with Z < 28 than for the nuclei with Z ! 28.
Furthermore, it increases with decreasing charge number due
to the depopulation of the proton f7/2 orbital in the daughter
nucleus. However, Gamow-Teller transitions from the neutron
f5/2 orbital into the proton f7/2 orbital become unblocked.
Hence, reducing the charge number increases both the GT and
first-forbidden transitions due to decreasing Pauli blocking of

FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of half-lives of the N = 82
isotones as calculated in the FRDM, HFB, DF3 + QRPA [20], and
the present shell-model approaches with data.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) β-delayed neutron emission probability
for selected N = 82 r-process nuclei from FRDM + QRPA [14],
DF3 + QRPA [20,55], the present shell model, and experimental
data [52].

fact, the present shell-model results, including contributions
from first-forbidden transitions, agree very well with the
shell-model results of Ref. [19]. However, this does not mean
that first-forbidden transitions are negligible. As shown in
Fig.10, first-forbidden transitions contribute about 13% to the
half-life. However, this value is nearly the same for all N = 82
waiting-point nuclei, which explains the similarity between the
present shell-model results and those of Ref. [19]. Only for
131In do the first-forbidden transitions contribute somewhat
more, resulting in a slightly smaller half-life than in the
shell-model study based solely on Gamow-Teller transitions.
We note that our prediction of an 18% contribution stemming
from first-forbidden transitions to the decay of the 131In ground
state is in agreement with the experimental limit of !20%. We
further add that we calculate a Gamow-Teller contribution
to the half-life of the 1/2− isomer in 131In that is less than
1%, confirming our assumption to fix the quenching of the
first-forbidden transition to this decay. Figure 11 shows the
partial decay rates to different final states for the nuclei 124Mo,
126Ru, and 128Pd. We note that Gamow-Teller transitions are
larger than first-forbidden transitions, which proceed to levels
at lower excitation energies and enhance them by phase space.

FIG. 13. (Color online) Comparison of Qβ values of the N = 126
isotones as calculated in the FRDM [14] and the present shell-model
approaches.

TABLE IV. Comparison of the present shell-model half-lives and
the ones of Ref. [59]. All half-lives are in milliseconds.

Nucleus Half-life (ms)

Present Shell model (Ref. [59])

199Ta 286.17 278.88
198Hf 193.28 129.65
197Lu 107.85 84.81
196Yb 68.98 44.18
195Tm 36.03 29.49
194Er 24.58 18.11
193Ho 13.58 10.94
192Dy 10.10 7.75

The β-delayed neutron emission probabilities (i.e., the
probabilities that the decay leads to states in the daughter
nucleus above the neutron separation threshold and hence is
followed by the emission of a neutron) is obviously sensitive
to a good description of both the neutron separation energies
and the β strength functions in the Qβ window. As has
been stressed in Refs. [17,19], the improved description of
correlations in shell-model calculations gives a more realistic
account of the fragmentation of the strength function than is
obtained in QRPA studies. Figure 12 compares the present
shell-model probabilities to those obtained in Ref. [19]. We
find that the inclusion of first-forbidden transitions leads only
to minor changes. A detailed comparison of the shell-model
results [19] to those obtained in other theoretical approaches
is given in Refs. [17,19].

VI. HALF-LIVES OF THE N = 126 WAITING-POINT
NUCLEI

Figure 13 compares the calculated Qβ values of the N =
126 isotones with other theoretical models. While the general
trend of Qβ is quite similar to that obtained in the FRDM
model, the shell-model values are slightly smaller than those
from the FRDM model. However, as no experimental data exist
for these very neutron-rich N = 126 nuclei, it is not possible

FIG. 14. (Color online) Comparison of half-lives of the N = 126
isotones as calculated in the FRDM + QRPA, DF3 + QRPA(I) [20],
DF3 + QRPA(II) [60], and the present shell model approaches [59].
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N=50 N=82 N=126

‣ Shell Model calculations including first forbidden transitions for N = 50, 82, 126. 

‣ Very good agreement with the available experimental data 

‣ Less significant odd-even effects than in FRDM model

Q. Zhi et al., Phys. Rev. C 87, 025803 (2013)

Beta-decay half-lives. Shell Model 
Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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‣ Global calculations using spherical covariant DFT+pnQRPA calculations. 

‣ Good agreement with the experimental data, particularly in short-lived nuclei.

Electron capture in Core-collapse supernova The r-process Summary

Comparison with data
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tions of the model are in very good agreement with the
available data. The other region where we observe strong
contribution of the first-forbidden transitions is a narrow
region of nuclei with 65 ≤ Z ≤ 82 next to the valley
of stability. For these nuclei we obtain good agreement
with the experimental data, indicating the importance of
forbidden transitions in this region.

As the model assumes spherical symmetry of the nu-
clear ground state, it is ideally suited for the study of
the decay of nuclei close to the closed shells. However,
in order to gain detailed understanding of the heavy el-
ement nucleosynthesis, the r-process simulations do not
only require data on the waiting point nuclei, but on all
the neutron-rich nuclei taking part in the r-process. For
this reason, it is a necessary approximation to employ
the present model in regions of the nuclear chart which
are known to be deformed. However, it can be seen in
Fig. 7 that this approximation does not adversely af-
fect the results of the model. Specifically, the nuclei in
the region around 102Zr are known to have large prolate
deformations in the ground state, but the calculated half-
lives are in good agreement with the data. Similarly, a
very good agreement with the measurements is achieved
in the region of heavy nuclei arounf 152Nd, also known
to be deformed. This is an indication that the model, al-
though not taking deformations explicitly into account,
can on average provide a good quantitative description
of the decay rates across the whole neutron-rich part of
the nuclear chart. The treatment of deformations should,
however, reduce the overall discrepancy between the pre-
dictions and the measurements, and significantly enhance
the description of the decay in particular cases.

To have a quantitative measure of the quality of the
calculated results, a measure of the model precision must
be defined. Because both the observable (half-life) and
the ratio of the calculated and experimental values span
orders of magnitude we define ri as the logarithm of the
ratio of calculated and experimental half-lives

ri = log
T calc.
1/2

T exp.
1/2

, (33)

with the average value of the ratio providing a measure
of the global deviation from experimental values

r̄ =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

ri, (34)

while the standard deviation provides a measure of the
spread [31]

σ =

[

1

N

N
∑

i=1

(ri − r̄)2
]1/2

. (35)

In Fig. 8 we plot the ratio of the calculated and the
experimental half-lives versus the experimental half-life,
denoting the even-even, the odd-A and the odd-odd nu-
clei differently. For long lived nuclei we observe a very
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FIG. 8. (color online) The ratio of the calculated and the
experimental half-lives versus the experimental half-life. The
even-even nuclei are denoted with the blue squares, the odd-
A (including both the odd-Z and odd-N nuclei) are denoted
with the black diamonds and the odd-odd nuclei are denoted
with the red circles.

large spread of the ratios due to the very high sensitivity
of the decay rate to the details of the low energy transi-
tion strength, where the models tend to overestimate the
half-lives. Fast-decaying nuclei, as a rule, have large Q-
values and generally have several transitions within the
Qβ-window making these nuclei less sensitive to the po-
sition and strength of a particular transition. Our results
show a convergence of the ratios in Fig. 8 towards zero
for shorter-lived nuclei, for even-even, odd-A and odd-
odd nuclei equally. This behaviour is a consequence of a
systematic improvement of the results for nuclei further
away from the valley of stability, indicating the reliabil-
ity of the model for all types of nuclei taking part in the
r-process.

In Table I we provide a quantitative analysis of the
results. The average deviation and the spread obtained
using the DD-ME1∗ and the FRDM model [5] are shown,
taking into account 292 nuclei with experimental half-
lives shorter than 1 s. As expected for the DD-ME1∗ in-
teraction, the average deviation is closest to 0 (i.e. best)
and with the lowest standard deviation for even-even nu-
clei. The odd-odd nuclei have the largest r̄ which cor-
responds to half-lives overestimated by ≈ 45% on aver-
age, with the correspondingly largest spread. While both
odd-N and odd-Z sets of nuclei lie between these limits,
there are large differences. The half-lives of odd-N nu-
clei are described as well as those of even-even nuclei,
while those of odd-Z nuclei are quite close to odd-odd re-
sults. Both have, however, identical standard deviation.
In general, it seems that the treatment of odd nuclei that
we have adopted works exceedingly well for odd-N nuclei
as a significant deviation for the experimental values can-

Beta-decay half-lives. CDFT method

T. Marketin et al.,, in preparation

Introduction Nuclear masses Beta-decay half-lives Summary and outlook
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A. First-forbidden transitions

We define the contribution of the first forbidden tran-
sitions as a fraction of the total rate in percent

η = 100
λff

λGT + λff
. (31)

In Fig. 2 we compare the contribution defined in Eq. (31)
for theN = 50, N = 82 andN = 126 isotonic chains with
results obtained using the shell model [2], DF3 + QRPA
calculation [4] and FRDM+ QRPA results [5], in the top,
central and bottom panels, respectively. For the lightest
region, the results of the present work agree well with
the shell model results below the closed proton shell at
Z = 28. Above the closed proton shell the model predicts
a steady increase of the contribution of parity changing
transitions to the total decay rate. This behaviour, as will
be demonstrated later, is connected with the difficulty in
describing the Gamow-Teller strength at low energies in
this particular region of the nuclear chart. The FRDM
model appears to experience the same issues, although
displaying odd discrepancies from the general trend it
describes. The DF3 model, even though only providing
results above the shell closure, predicts a negligible con-
tribution of the forbidden transitions, in agreement with
the shell model result.
In the central regions of the nuclear chart, for the

N = 82 isotonic chain, the present results are in very
good agreement with the DF3 calculation and the shell
model, except for 131In, the heaviest isotone in question,
where the shell model predicts an increase of the con-
tribution of first-forbidden transitions approaching the
proton shell closure, while the other models predict a
decrease. The FRDM models shows an odd-even stag-
gering, and deviates strongly from predictions by other
models in 46 ≤ Z ≤ 48 nuclei, where it predicts that the
dominant contribution to the total decay rate comes from
the first-forbidden transitions. The odd-even staggering
is even more pronounced in the N = 126 isotonic chain,
as it increases with the atomic number. This staggering
places the FRDM predictions between the shell model
calculation, which predicts a steady increase of the im-
portance of parity changing transitions, and the results
of the present study. In Ref. [2] this is explained by the
strong Pauli blocking in the proton h11/2 which affects
the Gamow-Teller strength much more than the forbid-
den transitions. The present calculation, on the other
hand predicts only a slight increase with the atomic num-
ber along the whole chain. The existing DF3 calculations
provide two sets of data, predicting complete dominance
of the parity changing transitions in the decay of lighter
isotones and lower values with an upwards trend which
agrees very well with the shell model results for heavier
isotones.
As the density functional theory allows for a system-

atic treatment of all nuclei, irrespective of its size, it is
possible to obtain the contribution of first-forbidden tran-
sitions in the total decay rate for all nuclei taking part
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FIG. 2. (color online) The contribution of the first-forbidden
transitions in the total decay rate for the N = 50, N = 82 and
N = 126 isotonic chains, in the top, central and bottom pan-
els, respectively. Present results, denoted with black squares,
are compared with the FRDM calculation [5] (denoted with
green triangles), DF3 calculation [4] (denoted with blue dia-
monds) and a recent shell model calculation [2] (denoted with
red circles).

in the r-process, as we show in Fig. 3. In general the
first-forbidden transitions do not noticeably impact the
total decay rate in nuclei close to the valley of stability.
With additional neutrons, the occupation probabilities of
neutron states above the closed shell become finite, and
the parity changing transitions become possible. The
contribution saturates around ≈ 30% for nuclei at the
neutron drip-line, with the exact number depending on
the details of the nuclear structure. There are, however,
regions where we observe deviations from this general
behaviour. Specifically, for nuclei above a closed proton
shell, but below the corresponding closed neutron shell
(e.g. Z ≥ 28, N ≤ 50). These nuclei have a closed pro-
ton shell blocking the dominant spin-flip transition (e.g.
νf5/2 → πf7/2). At the same time, there are not enough
neutrons to enable the next possible dominant transi-
tion (νg7/2 → πg9/2 in this example), making the pre-

N=50

N=82

N=126

‣ For N=50, first forbidden contributions increase above Z=28 for 
CDFT calculations while they are negligible for SM.  
‣ For N=82, first forbidden contributions remain small both for CDFT 
and SM calculations. 
‣ For N=126, first forbidden contributions increase with proton 
number in SM while remain constant for CDFT.  
‣ For FRDM, a less smooth result is obtained.
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FIG. 3. (color online) The contribution of the first-forbidden
transitions in the total decay rate for all nuclei taking part in
the r-process. Black lines indicate the position of (predicted)
closed proton and neutron shells.

dicted Gamow-Teller rather weak. Coupled with the fact
that these are nuclei next to the stability line with cor-
respondingly low Q-values, the transitions are quite sen-
sitive to the details of the low-energy transition strength
and the model underestimates the Gamow-Teller contri-
bution which results with an overestimated contribution
of the forbidden transitions. An analogous situation oc-
curs in nuclei with Z ≥ 50 and N ≤ 82.

B. β-decay half-lives

In Fig. 4 we compare the calculated half-lives for four
isotopic chains, including both the even and odd atomic
numbers, where the half-lives are obtained from the decay
rate in Eq. (8)

T1/2 =
ln 2

λ
. (32)

In the four panels we show a comparison of the present
results with the data and the FRDM results for the
bromine (Z = 35), krypton (Z = 36), cadmium (Z = 48)
and indium (Z = 49) isotopic chains. For bromine iso-
topes the current calculation has difficulties reproducing
the half-lives of the longest lived nuclei due to very low Q-
values involved in the calculation, however from 87Br on-
wards we obtain excellent agreement with the data. The
FRDM does manage a better description of the longest
lived nuclei, but throughtout the isotopic chain it displays
erratic jumps in the half-lives and odd-even staggering
not supported by the measurements. Finally, for very
neutron-rich isotopes the two models provide very simi-
lar results. For the Kr isotopes the description of the data
is also excellent with the correct trend along the whole
isotopic chain where data are available, with the FRDM
results again showing unexplained discrepancies for par-
ticular nuclei in the chain. The right panels contain a
comparison of the present calculation with the FRDM
model and the data in nuclei close to the Z = 50 closed
proton shell. Similar to the two lighter isotopic chains,
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FIG. 4. (color online) Comparison of the calculated half-lives
with the FRDM results and the experimental data for the
bromine (upper left), krypton (lower left), cadmium (upper
right) and indium (lower right) isotopic chains. In cases where
they are not visible, the error bars are smaller than the data
marker.

the DD-ME1* interaction provides an excellent descrip-
tion of the decay properties of neutron-rich nuclei, with
the results correctly following the trend along the chain.
Interestingly, the lighter indium isotopes the measure-
ments show very strong odd-even staggering which can-
not be reproduced by either of the two models, although
the FRDM does provide a significantly better average de-
scription of the half-lives for that part of the chain. In
heavier isotopes, the present results reproduce the data.

At 137In the present results show a jump in the half-life.
Although the total strength in the Qβ window continues
to rise from B(GT ) = 1.93 in 134In to B(GT ) = 2.55
in 138In, the jump occurrs due to a redistribution of
the strength among the transitions. In isotopes with
A <= 136, a significant part of the strength, and most
of the decay rate, was provided by the transition wihch
mostly consisted of the ν1g7/2 → π1g9/2 with a smaller,
but growing contribution of the ν1h9/2 → π1h11/2. The
rest of the strength was taken by two transitions, one of
which is dominated by the 2νd3/2 → 2πd5/2 configuration
and the other a mixture of various configurations. How-
ever, because of the relatively high excitation energies of
these two transitions, their contribution to the decay rate
is negligible. In the case of 137In and heavier, the main
transitions consist of the ν1g7/2 → π1g9/2 configuration,
as in the previous cases, but with an admixture of the
ν2f7/2 → π1f5/2 configuration. These transitions have
lower strength and consequently contribute to a lower
decay rate. The change in the structure of the dominant
transitions occurrs due to the increase of the occupation
number of the neutron 2f7/2 state from 0.296 in 135In
to 0.453 in 138In. The higher energy excitations remain
mostly the same in 137In and heavier isotopes, but as
they do not have a noticeable impact on the decay rate
they can be neglected. Finally, it is important to notice
that both the neutron 2f7/2 and the 1h9/2 states are very

‣ Systematics of the first forbidden contributions can be performed 
within the CDFT framework.

Beta-decay half-lives.  
First forbidden contribution 

T. Marketin et al.,, in preparation
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Electron capture in Core-collapse supernova The r-process Summary

Impact on r-process abundances
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Beta-decay half-lives.  
Impact on r-process nucleosynthesis 

T. Marketin et al.,, in preparation
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Summary and outlook

Experiments for nuclear masses, beta decay half-lives, beta delayed neutron emission, etc: 

THE MORE THE BETTER 

However, not all nuclei belonging to the r-process path will be experimentally accessible: 

THEORETICAL UNCERTAINTIES

• We have to rely upon mic/mac approaches and/or energy density functional methods (also 

for fission studies). 

• Ab-initio methods are still far away from being usable in astrophysical applications.

• Shell model cannot be applied extensively either.
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• Study of odd-systems on the same footing as the even-even ones (masses and beta-decays).  

• Development of parametrizations of the interaction fitted with BMF functionals (now becoming 

available thanks to the new computational resources). 

• Including all possible degrees of freedom within the theoretical framework (multipoles, single 

particle excitations,…). 

• Solving technical problems such as providing reliable extrapolation schemes to infinite working 

basis.

Improving energy density functional methods for nuclear astrophysics applications:

Summary and outlook

Further improvements are (will be) possible thanks to the combined experimental 
and theoretical efforts. 
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Best is (hopefully) yet to come…

Thank you for your attention!!


